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This is a system that provides a deterministic Remote I/O (RIO) 
network for Schneider Electric’s Quantum range of PLCs. The 
Q-EIO (Quantum Ethernet I/O) system allows the co-existence 

of Distributed I/O (DIO), SCADA/HMI, and RIO traffic on the same 
physical Ethernet network. It also provides deterministic operation 
of Ethernet RIO without degradation in the presence of SCADA/HMI 
and Ethernet DIO traffic. Network determinism is measured by the 
maximum amount of time that a mission-critical packet is expected 
to take to reach its destination. This value is generally affected by the 
size of the system and the interference that any packet might see in 
the network from other traffic. In The Q-EIO system offers:
•	 An	extremely	fast	transmission	time	for	RIO	transmissions,	re-

gardless of system size; and
•	 Minimal	amount	of	disturbance	associated	with	other	traffic	in	

the network.

These characteristics are illustrated in the graph in Figure 1, displaying 
how system size and traffic mix affects the maximum transmission 
time that could be expected in the system.

Figure 1: Q-EIO System Determinism.

This recent automation offer represents a new breed of industrial 
networking for automation control. While based on the widely suc-
cessful Quantum platform, it deploys a number of new technologies 
to achieve an elusive goal: Network determinism in a mixed-traffic 
industrial Ethernet environment.

Network determinism versus overall performance

It is necessary to note that when designing a system, in most cases, 
the goal is to optimise the overall system performance. Network de-
terminism is an important component of this effort, but it is not the 
only factor. As a guideline, the overall time for an input to be taken 
into account by the user logic must include not just the maximum 
transmission time on the network, but also the following:
•	 Input	processing	time	of	the	I/O	module.	This	will	be	dependent	

on the module chosen.
•	 Cycle	time	of	the	I/O	drop,	dependent	on	the	number	of	modules	

in the rack.
•	 User	configured	polling	rate	(ie	RPI).
•	 MAST	task	cycle	time	or	rate	at	which	the	immediate	I/O	block	is	

called.

Also, the overall time taken for an output to be registered at an output 
module in a remote rack once it is set by the user logic must include 
not just the Ethernet network but also the following aspects:
•	 Remaining	user	logic	left	to	be	processed,	or	time	until	the	next	

immediate I/O block is called.
•	 Cycle	time	of	the	IO	drop	–	dependent	on	the	number	of	modules	

in the rack.
•	 Activation	time	of	the	specific	output	module	–	dependent	on	the	

module chosen.

As a critical element of the calculation, this article addresses exclusive-
ly the network determinism aspects of the new Q-EIO. This company 
differentiates RIO and DIO networks according to the relationship of 
the devices to the scanning PLC. In an RIO network, device configura-
tion	and	diagnostics	are	integrated	in	the	PLC’s	CPU,	and	are	tightly	
synchronised	to	the	scan	rate	of	the	CPU.	This	synchronisation	of	the	
I/O allows the PLC to treat the remote devices as extensions of its own 
rack, allowing the system to offer certain performance guarantees. 
RIO networks are typically proprietary, closed networks that limit the 
type and variety of devices that can be connected. 

Devices on a DIO network are generally read from or written to 
asynchronous	 to	 the	CPU	cycle.	 In	most	cases,	data	 is	exchanged	
cyclically at pre-defined rates (ie rep rates or RPI); in some cases the 
exchange with the PLC is done upon request or based on a trigger 
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or external event. In any case, the exchange of data between 
devices	and	PLC	does	not	follow	the	rhythm	set	by	the	PLC’s	CPU.

The Q-EIO Network

Unlike	Ethernet	systems	from	10+	years	ago,	the	Q-EIO	system	does	
not encounter any collisions when transmitting data, due to full duplex 
Ethernet and the use of switches instead of hubs. In essence, there 
are no random or unpredictable delays in the system. Also, the Q-EIO 
system employs a restricted architecture and QoS (Quality of Service) 
to ensure that the delays encountered are minimised and able to be 
calculated. QoS minimises delays and limits the delay to a known 
maximum at each hop. The restricted architecture limits the number 
of hops, hence limiting the maximum delay or jitter. The architecture 
limitation, however, allows DIO devices to be connected in a control-
led way. Figure 2 shows a typical Q-EIO system architecture and its 
principal components.

Figure 2:Typical Q-EIO Architecture.

Determinism

The deterministic nature of the Q-EIO system provides for the transfer 
of I/O data over the Ethernet RIO network within a defined period of 
time. For a network of maximum size, RIO I/O data will take at most 
9 ms to be transferred across the Ethernet RIO network once it is 
transmitted by either the remote input or output modules. Calculation 
of this maximum network transmission time appears in the appendix.

However, the most important aspect of Q-EIO determinism is that 
the performance level described above is maintained even in the pres-
ence of other non-RIO data in the network. This level of determinism 
is achieved through careful implementation of new techniques in the 
stabilisation of the transmission time, jitter management, Input and 
Output data transfer, and proper response to data transmission failures.

Transmission Time

An Ethernet packet transmitted by either the PLC or a remote rack 
must pass through a number of hops before it reaches the other end 
of the network, a hop is either a switch or an RIO drop connected in 
the daisy chain or ring. Each hop will take a fixed time to transmit the 

packet (determined by packet size). For a maximum sized Ethernet RIO 
packet this time is 78 μs which translates into 2,496 ms for a Q-EIO 
system of maximum size. Note that the maximum transmission time 
for a complete system will be smaller for a smaller system; similar to 
traditional fieldbus systems, the size of the system will affect the sys-
tem performance. However, in Q-EIO systems the time increase due 
to a large system configuration will be much less than in a traditional 
network. This effect is achieved through higher network speeds and 
the ability for multiple devices to transmit at once.

Jitter

When Ethernet RIO data is transmitted it will not always be sent 
when no other traffic is on the network, this occurs since all drops 
in Q-EIO are independent and SCADA/HMI and Ethernet DIO traffic 
is also present on the network. To allow Ethernet RIO traffic to pass 
through the network within a guaranteed maximum time (to ensure 
determinism) multiple systems are employed:
•	 Full	duplex	Ethernet
•	 Line	rate	switches
•	 Limitation	on	the	network	structure	and	number	of	devices
•	 QoS

Full duplex Ethernet and line rate switches allow for traffic in both 
directions on a cable at the same time while line rate switches allow 
traffic to flow on all ports of a switch at the same time with no delays. 
The limitation on the network structure and size restricts the number 
of devices that will be transmitting data and the number of points on 
the network where SCADA/HMI or Ethernet DIO traffic can enter the 
network, as seen in the next paragraphs each point where SCADA/HMI 
or Ethernet DIO enters the network is a source of jitter. QoS is imple-
mented to ensure that all Ethernet RIO traffic is transmitted through the 
network ahead of any SCADA/HMI or Ethernet DIO traffic. All non- RIO 
traffic is assigned a lower priority automatically by the system. Since 
QoS is enforced at each switch, an Ethernet RIO packet will be passed 
through the switch to the next hop before any other pending SCADA/
HMI or Ethernet DIO traffic that is waiting at that hop. This leaves only 
two items that can delay an Ethernet RIO packet at a hop:
•	 A	SCADA/HMI	or	Ethernet	DIO	packet	that	is	already	in	the	process	

of being transmitted.
•	 Another	Ethernet	RIO	packet	that	is	being	transmitted.

The impact of these two types of delays is well understood, and the 
maximum effect can be easily calculated, as shown in the appendix. 

Abbreviations

CPU - Central Processing Unit
DIO - Distributed I/O
HMI - Human Machine Interface
I/O - Input/Output
MAST - Monitoring and Support Time
PLC- Programmable Logic Controller
QoS - Quality of Service
RIO - Remote I/O
RPI - User-configured Polling Rate
SCADA - Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
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Essentially, for a Q-EIO system of maximum size, the maximum jitter 
associated	with	delays	at	the	switches	will	be	6,514	ms.

Input Determinism

Unlike	traditional	fieldbus	networks	that	transfer	data	from	all	remote	
devices once per network cycle time Q-EIO allows the user to config-
ure the transfer rate for each remote rack individually (ie all racks act 
independently). The frequency of input data transfer from the CRA 
module in the remote rack to the CRP in the PLC is defined by the RPI 
rate	assigned	to	the	rack,	the	RPI	value	can	vary	from	5	ms	up	to	1	500	
ms. As a result, input data from a remote rack will be sent across the 
Ethernet	RIO	network	every	5	–	1	500	ms	(as	configured),	taking	at	most	
9 ms to arrive at the PLC in our maximum size configuration example.

Output Determinism

Output data from the CRP module to the remote racks will be transmitted 
immediately after each execution of user logic (ie MAST task). In addition 
a user can configure an I/O block to trigger the immediate transmission 
of	output	data	from	the	CPU/CRP	to	the	remote	rack.	Similarly,	output	
data	from	the	CPU	will	be	sent	across	the	Ethernet	RIO	network	once	per	
MAST task or once per Immediate I/O block and will take at most 9 ms 
to reach the remote rack in our maximum size configuration example.

Data faults detection and recovery

Since data is passed between the PLC and the RIO racks based on a 
RPI rate, the time taken to recover in the event of a packet being lost 
or corrupted (very unlikely on a full duplex switched network, except 
by grounding or EMI issues) is one RPI. This reaction is due to the fact 
that the next update (sent at the next RPI interval) will include all the 
data required for the system to continue operating. If the system has a 
defect, for example an RIO rack powered off or a network interruption 
(beyond what is recoverable by the ring) then the Ethernet RIO system 
will detect this fault within 4 RPI cycles.

Conclusion

Thanks to careful implementation of new techniques in the stabilisation 
of the transmission time, jitter management, Input and Output data 
transfer, and proper response to data transmission failures; and taking 
into account the performance of the system components, the new Q-EIO 
system is able to offer a deterministic network for RIO communications 
that is resilient even in the presence of other traffic.

Supporting calculation

Transmission Time calculation
Transmission time for a packet travelling across any node in a Q-EIO network 
is 78 μs.
•	Transmission	time	for	an	Ethernet	RIO	packet	to	traverse	the	Q-EIO	network	=	
0,078 ms * number of hops

For a Q-EIO system of max size, the number of hops equals the number of 
devices, 32
•	Max	packet	transmission	time	for	a	Q-EIO	network	of	max	size	=	2,496	ms

Jitter calculation
The delay for a SCADA/HMI packet that is already being transmitted depends 
on the size of the packet and how far through being transmitted it was when the 
Ethernet RIO packet arrives at the switch.
•	 Max	 transmission	 delay	 caused	 by	 a	 max	 size	 Ethernet	 packet	 (non-RIO)	 =	
0,128	ms
•	Max	jitter	caused	by	SCADA/HMI	or	DIO	traffic	=	0,128	ms	*	number	of	hops

For a Q-EIO system of max size, the number of hops equals the number of 
devices, 32
•	Max	jitter	caused	by	SCADA/HMI	or	DIO	traffic	in	a	max	size	network	=	4,096	ms

The delay for another Ethernet RIO packet that is already being transmitted or 
waiting to be transmitted is 78 μs per packet.
•	Max	transmission	delay	caused	by	an	RIO	packet	=	0,078	ms
•	Max	jitter	caused	by	RIO	traffic	=	0,078	ms	*	Number	of	RIO	packets	possible	
in the network at one time

Since	there	is	a	max	of	31	Ethernet	RIO	drops	in	the	system	and	each	one	will	
only transmit one packet per RPI rate there can only be a max of 30 Ethernet RIO 
packets in the system at a time.
•		Max	jitter	caused	by	RIO	traffic	in	a	max	size	network	=	2,418	ms

In a worst-case scenario, an RIO packet will suffer delays at each hop due to a 
DIO packet that is already being processed and another RIO packet that is next 
in queue. This scenario gives us the max system jitter for Q-EIO.
•	Max	Q-EIO	network	jitter		=	Max	DIO	jitter	+	Max	RIO	jitter
•	Max	Q-EIO	network	jitter	=	4,096	ms	+	2,418	ms
•	Max	Q-EIO	network	jitter	=	6,514	ms

Max Network Transmission Time
The max possible transmission time that can be experienced in a Q-EIO system is, 
therefore, the total of the max packet transmission time and the max system jitter.
•	Max	Q-EIO	network	transmission	time	=	Max	packet	transmission	tin	for	a	Q-EIO	
network	of	max	size	+	Max	Q-EIO	network	jitter
•	Max	Q-EIO	system	jitter	=	2,496	ms	+	6,514	ms
•	Max	Q-EIO	network	transmission	time	=	9,010	ms
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0 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000 0,000

8 0,624 0,000 1,024 1,024 1,648 0,624

16 1,248 0,078 2,048 2,126 3,374 1,326

24 1,872 0,156 3,072 3,228 5,100 2,028

32 2,496 0,234 4,096 4,330 6,826 2,730About the authors
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